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HARLIE JOHNSTON has

won an appeal to a BHA

panel which means one of

the yard’s horses has been

awarded a race after placings were

reversed.

It was a major success for Charlie,

who presented the case himself rather

than through legal representation.

The case involved Fairmac (pictured
above under Jordan
Walton), a four-year-old

Lethal Force gelding

owned by Middleham

Park Racing VI, who was

beaten by a nose by Percy

Jones in a race at Brighton

on August 4. The winner

was to received £11,016,

while the second got only

£5,151.

On the day, the

Brighton stewards ruled

that the winner had

interfered with Fairmac,

but that the interference

had not improved the

placing of Percy Jones

and that it was accidental.

Accordingly, they decided

the placings should

remain unaltered. 

The yard’s appeal

against that decision was

considered by the

independent Disciplinary Panel of the

BHA on September 8, with Charlie

putting his case himself. He stressed that

Fairmac had moved from four horse-

widths off the rail (on his left) to the rail

as a result of the interference from Percy

Jones, and not just from going left due to

the camber of the course. 

In doing so, he demonstrated that in

addition to inheriting his father’s skills in

training racehorses he has also inherited

some of his father’s ability to construct

and enthusiastically press home an

argument! 

He urged the panel to accept that the

ground lost by Fairmac was greater than

the distance by which the gelding was

beaten. The panel was duly persuaded

that, on the balance of probabilities, the

‘sufferer’ Fairmac would have prevailed

but for the interference and

revised the placings. 

Charlie was delighted at

the outcome, but quipped

that he had no immediate

plans to give up training to

pursue a career in the law,

although appeal witness

Franny Norton, who rode

Fairmac, joked he would be

keen to engage Charlie’s

services should he ever find

himself in hot water with the

beaks!

A delighted Mark

Johnston was pleased with

the outcome for a variety of

reasons. 

‘It was great to get the

race, and more prize-money

for our owners,’ he told the

Klarion, ‘but it was also

great to see Charlie present

such a compelling case to the

panel.’

A FAIR OUTCOME FOR FAIRMAC
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The revised result after Charlie’s succesful appeal


